Reflection for February, 2014
The Holy Ones Who Walk the Earth...
Greetings Beloved Beings! Greetings to
you! We are the Holy Ones who walk the earth,
though we are no different than are you. You
have simply given us this name and we now
identify ourselves for the purpose of this
speaking.
The earth is our home and we place our feet upon her, feeling the
vibrations of nature and the pulse beat of those who also reside upon earth.
We are at times those ones who live in the forests and in the caves, we are
those ones who at times live in the homes of those who invite us to be guests,
and we are at times those ones who have taken refuge in the hearts and
minds of those who have chosen to reside within that consciousness that
allows the Truth of Totality of Being to be their primary focus and foundation
for living.
Yet it is not who we are or where we are residing that is the topic of our
speaking with you upon this glorious occasion. We come forth to celebrate
with you the birthing of a new consciousness upon earth. Do you know? Can
you, too, feel it? It is of great consequence to your living and to the ease of
your own pulse beat in discovering the true nature of your own being.
This awakening of which we speak has rippled through the depths of
what you call the sleep state. That is, the downtrodden and the suffering have
breathed a breath of truth and it has taken hold within the very core of their
being. The truth that has opened the portal to their salvation begins with the
knowing that they are not alone and are cared for. You might find this simple
truth to be so very basic that you wonder at the probability of such great
effects within the living upon earth. Yet, to those who are suffering, who have

been residing in deep suffering, such knowing of care is
monumental. To those who have been eating dust, the
knowing that they are not alone is monumental. Do you
see?
Why did this ripple occur. Because of you. It is
that simple. You have been holding the truth that all
beings are one being. You have been holding the truth
that the pulse beat of all taking form and releasing of
form resides in this moment and IS. And you have been
loving, setting aside your thoughts about right and wrong, and have been
residing in the essence of what is called Divine Love.
And the effects of your Love have gone forth and have reached the very
foundation of the suffering. This is indeed great cause for celebration. For,
we have seen the suffering, beloved ones. We have lain beside them as they
allowed their spirit to release from their mere bones and flesh. And others
watching determined that they should live… live for what reason, you might
ask? For you, too, have thought that if your suffering were so great, you
wonder if you would choose to live.
They choose to live because innate within their being, within the Spirit
of their being, there resides a knowing, a knowing that there is something
more. And through their suffering, they may have forgotten exactly what the
more is. They only know it exists… and that it is also for them.
Because you have continued within your own journey and continued to
awaken to the truth of your inner being, that Sprit that is you; you have
refused the continued grasp of the darkness within the hearts and minds of
those downtrodden ones and also refused its continued reaching into the
fabric of the earth herself. Because of you.
You hay not remember, yet we will tell you, speaking these words of love
to you. You came here long ago for one reason. You came here to anchor the
light and truth within physicality and within the earthly formings… against

the darkness that threatened to take hold within all of
physicality. You came here to do that. There are many of
you. Many.
And we did come to accompany you, to remind you
of who you are and to encourage your awakening to the
truth of One. Today, in this speaking, we are celebrating
the anchoring of truth into the depths of the hearts of
those who dared to live. We are celebrating the truth of
who you are and that you are continuing to dare to let go
of old ways of being, ways that you believed were truth but
proved to be yet another form of the mind’s believing that
it had all of the answers. Your intellect is precious and a
gift to your journey; yet it is your heart and its capability
to love that has held you here to fulfill your purpose of long ago.
And now, there begins yet another phase of what is occurring as a direct
result of your presence here. We of the Holy Ones have come forth, to walk
with you and be with you, to assist you to begin to choose those ways that are
for your fulfillment of purpose.
You have a tendency to journey into the cause and effect called success,
and while success is neither good nor bad, right nor wrong; the truth remains
that such a journey toward success is one that causes you to continually
remember who you really are in order to assure yourselves that success is real
and is of a holy nature itself.
Do you see? You are entering that phase wherein the most important
ingredient to you is that you remain within that divine consciousness, that
which holds you within its love embracing.
This does not mean that you need develop certain beliefs or customs
and force yourself to follow them. More so, it simply means that you have
stepped past the portal of this phase of your living upon earth. You are now
residing in that vibrational frequency which tells you that you are the more,

that you are the One Being, and that everything…
everything is of the One.
And yes, your mind can’t quite figure out how
that could be possible, even though you try to discover
its meaning in mathematics and sciences. That is all
right. There is nothing wrong with your efforts in
trying to prove or disprove a theory. Yet even while you
are trying to prove or disprove a theory of who you are,
the truth remains that it is the One Being who is
flowing forth to reside within you and be you. What you do externally is but
play.
Then we, the Holy Ones, come about you also in spirit form to continue
to assist you. Oh beloved beautiful beings, now your choices are few and
results present to you a pulse beat of ease and joy. Clearly can you discern
those choices which would lead you back to the distortion.
Those ones who have been suffering and are now residing within hope
reach out to you now. Breathe your breath of love toward them, as do we.
When you are walking in nature, speak softly to those ones. Their heart will
hear you and will feel your love. When you eat your food, breathe a breath of
nourishment to their spirit.
And, beloved ones, when you see one who is hungry, love that one and
give food to that one. Do not hesitate to feed those who are hungry for more,
more food and more spiritual nourishment. When you see someone weeping,
do not hesitate to go to that one and give comfort. And when you are weeping
yourself, reach forth to the one who comes to you to give you comfort.
You are all adept at giving in large and small ways, yet now you are
learning how to receive, to really receive, to allow the poor one to give to you,
to allow the hungry one to share a crust of bread, and to allow the mother
who has lost her child to give you comfort as she pretends that perhaps you
are her long lost child. Receive and in receiving, do you be the One reaching

out to its own self to return to that called Home.
Today, in this day, to we celebrate with you. Greatness
has occurred in physicality and the pathway Home is more
evident than ever before, the dissolution of the darkness and
the celebration of Light is today.
The journey continues as does our purposes together…
yet today we can celebrate together. Amen.

